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Be careful what you wish for...Unemployed and humiliated, Desirae decides it's time to get her life

back on track. While hunting for a new job, she finds something completely unexpected--the perfect

man. Sexy, strong, confident, and wealthy. Blinded by the glitz, Desirae can't see what's right in

front of her: her new knight-in-shining armor is no knight at all. The man is dangerous, and suddenly

Desirae is in more trouble than she's ever been before. But can this side chick see beyond the

shopping bags and mind-blowing sex to put this man in his place?
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this book sucked the ending was horrible it would have been nice to see Tron and Desirae together

even after all the crap that went down that they were able to overcome this and for Tron to realize

he wanted her all along and finally see her as a woman and not a side chick who trapped him as for

Desirae she needed to grow up so people would not see her as the side chick and respect her

Reece is just foul and desperate going after Tron knowing what she knew about his relationship with

Desirae and Shawna and betraying Desirae the ending did not really say if they were going to take it



to the next level of commitment I would hope not Tron foul too for wanting her and getting with her

when Desirae pregnant if he was wanting a relationship he would not go out of his way to be out

with her like the book said and when Desirae confronted him he denied it instead of telling her yes

and she needed to get used to it

Out of all 6 books I think this was the best one I don't know why the story dragged on so long, I think

the ending started getting real good til it ended so stupid it makes me not want to read any other of

her books because they might drag on like this book did just to have a dumb ending

I didn't like the ending at all. I had to force myself to continue reading through the series because it

was so poorly written. Definitely need an editor/proofreader. Now that I've finished, I'm disappointed.

The storyline is great but the ending sucked. I don't think I'll be spending money on anything else by

this author. Sorry, not sorry.

Enjoyed reading your books

These books kept you wanting me and it wasn't your typical ending Great job!! Looking forward to

her next project.

Tamicka Higgins is one of my favorite authors. The way she puts her stories together,keeps your

eyes glued til the very end.just when you think it's over,in comes another situation. Never a dull

moment.

It was OK I felt like book 6 was a waste of money bad ending plus the book seemed rushed as if

there was a deadline. It wasn't well written

The ending was so bad. The series started out ok but then ended terrible.
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